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Abstract—Transient execution attacks are critical security
threats since those attacks exploit speculative execution which
is an essential architectural solution that can improve the
performance of out-of-order processors signiﬁcantly. Such attacks
change cache state by accessing secret data during speculative executions, then the attackers leak the secret information exploiting
cache timing side-channels. Even though software patches against
transient execution attacks have been proposed, the software
solutions signiﬁcantly slow down the performance of a system.
In this paper, we propose CacheRewinder, an efﬁcient
hardware-based defense mechanism against transient execution
attacks. CacheRewinder prevents leakage of secret information
by revoking the cache updates done by speculative executions.
To restore the cache state efﬁciently, CacheRewinder exploits the
underutilized write-back buffer space as the temporary storage
for victimized cache blocks evicted during speculative executions.
Hence, when speculation fails CacheRewinder can quickly restore
the cache state using the victim blocks held in the write-back
buffer. Our evaluation exhibits CacheRewinder can effectively
defend against transient execution attacks. The performance
overhead by CacheRewinder is only 0.6%, which is negligible
compared to the unprotected baseline processor. CacheRewinder
also requires minimal storage cost since it exploits unused writeback buffer entries as storage for evicted cache blocks.
Index Terms—Secure Architecture, Transient Execution Attacks, Speculative Execution, Cache Side-Channels

I. I NTRODUCTION
Transient execution attacks are serious security threats since
modern out-of-order (OoO) CPUs are vulnerable to such types
of attacks. The attackers can easily access secret data in
privileged regions and leak the secrets using cache timing
side-channels. Since Spectre and Meltdown were first disclosed, several variants have been reported for a couple of
years [1]–[4]. These attacks commonly exploit the speculative
executions caused by various speculation sources such as
branch prediction. The attackers access secret data using the
loads executed on the predicted instruction paths (speculative
loads). Although the executions of the speculative loads are
discarded when the prediction fails, the microarchitectural
changes (especially cache updates) done by the speculation
loads remain in the processor. Then the attackers can leak the
secrets by exploiting well-known side-channels. To mitigate
the attacks we can apply several software patches that target
the source of speculations. However, these software solutions
result in significant performance degradation since speculative
executions on OoO cores are essential features to improve the
performance of modern CPUs. Hence, we require hardwarebased solutions that can defend against the attacks.
As the transient execution attacks exploit the cache state
updated by speculative loads, restoring the cache state can be
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an effective defense approach against the attacks. Note that the
cache updates are not discarded even if the speculative loads
are canceled in OoO processors. To restore the cache state to
the original state before speculative executions, a processor
core requires a roll-back mechanism using backup storage
space for evicted or updated cache blocks. For instance, a
cache block is removed from L1 data cache if a speculative
load allocates new data. The data cache requires the evicted
data to restore the cache state, however, the victim line is
already removed from the cache. If a processor provisions
extra storage space that can hold these victim lines temporarily,
the cache state can be restored using the buffered victims.
However, an extra buffer structure increases hardware cost.
Besides, the performance of the OoO cores can decrease
noticeably if the restore operations take many cycles.
In this paper, we propose CacheRewinder, an efficient
hardware-based defense mechanism against transient execution attacks. CacheRewinder revokes the cache updates
done by speculative loads when the speculation fails.
CacheRewinder exploits the underutilized write-back buffer
resources to temporarily store the victim blocks evicted by
speculative loads. Thus CacheRewinder minimizes the additional hardware cost for implementing the proposed defense
mechanism. Our evaluation reveals CacheRewinder can effectively defend against the transient execution attacks with
negligible performance loss.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Transient Execution Attacks
Transient execution attacks are the recently disclosed security attacks that exploit microarchitectural vulnerabilities
of modern OoO CPUs [1], [2]. To access secret data using
transient loads executed speculatively, the attackers initiate
speculative executions by manipulating the known prediction
targets. For instance, Spectre-NG exploits the speculative store
bypass to trigger speculative executions [4]. Then the attackers
can decode the secret information that remains in the cache
using cache side-channels. Prime+Probe approach detects the
misses of the preloaded cache blocks replaced by secret
data [5]. On the other hand, Flush+Reload approach identifies
the cache hits installed by speculative loads that access secret
data [6]. Consequently, most transient execution attacks make
use of cache state changes caused by speculative loads.
B. Defense Mechanisms
1) Software approaches: Software-based defense mechanisms have been proposed to alleviate data leakages by
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Fig. 1: Write-back buffer (WBB) on a write-back cache
transient execution attacks. The software mitigations focus on
sidestepping the speculative executions that can be exploited
by the attacks. For instance, the software patch for x86
CPUs against Spectre attacks employs LFENCE instructions
to enforce execution orders [7]. This software patch degrades
the performance of a system significantly. Another exemplar
software-based solution against Meltdown-type attacks is to
separate the kernel space from the page table of normal
processes [8]. This approach also exhibits significant performance overhead since it can cause more frequent TLB flushes.
To summarize, software defense mechanisms may result in
significant performance loss since those approaches rely on
restricting speculative executions.
2) Hardware approaches: As transient execution attacks
exploit microarchitectural vulnerabilities, architectural solutions can be efficient approaches against the attacks. Note
that the attackers rely on monitoring the cache state changed
by speculative loads to decode secret data. Hence, the architectural approaches focus on hiding the cache state changes
done by speculative loads. InvisiSpec employs the additional
buffer called SpecBuffer to postpone the cache updates until
speculation is resolved [9]. InvisiSpec first allocates the data
requested by speculative loads in SpecBuffer then updates the
data cache by transferring the data in SpecBuffer only when
the speculation is hit. The performance overhead by InvisiSpec
is not negligible since the loaded data are not visible until the
speculation is resolved and additional cycles are taken to move
data from SpecBuffer when the speculation is hit.
Another architectural solution is an undo-based mechanism
proposed by ClecnupSpec [10]. CleanupSpec first allows cache
updates by speculative loads and restores the cache to the
original state only if the speculation fails. To minimize storage
overhead, CleanupSpec exploits L2 cache space as restore
buffer which preserves the data evicted from L1 cache. However, CleanupSpec’s restoration process from L2 cache leads
to performance degradation since transferring data from L2
cache takes a relatively large number of cycles. To reduce the
performance loss by the restoration process, ReViCe includes
the additional restore buffer that works like a victim cache
between L1 and L2 caches [11]. ReViCe reduces the data
transfer cycles for the restoration process using additional
storage. However, such an approach is still vulnerable to
the modified PRIME+PROBE type attacks that create many
victims to make the fixed-sized restore buffer overflow.
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Fig. 2: The average number of occupied entries in WBB
requests. WBB stores write data temporarily to allow nonblocking write operation of the cache. In a write-back cache
write requests are placed to WBB if a cache line is newly
allocated and a dirty cache line is evicted from the cache. In
the commodity CPUs, WBB is implemented as various data
buffer structures such as a write-combining buffer [12] and an
integrated line-fill buffer [13].
WBB is an essential data buffer structure that enables
non-blocking cache operations. However, we observe that
the resources in WBB are usually underutilized. Figure 2
exhibits the average number of occupied entries in WBB. For
this experiment, we use Gem5 configured with the processor
configurations listed in Table I and SPEC2006 benchmarks
used for the evaluations in Section V. We count the number
of occupied entries in WBB whenever a cache request misses
in the data cache. We calculate the occupation of WBB by
averaging the total count of the occupied WBB entries with
the total cache miss count for each application. As shown in
the figure the average occupation of WBB is around 0.38 and
the number of the occupied entries is less than one for most
applications. This observation motivates that we can exploit
the underutilized data buffer resources in WBB for restoring
the cache state during speculative executions. Namely, the
empty entries in WBB can temporarily hold clean cache lines
as well as dirty blocks evicted by speculative loads. Then the
evicted cache blocks held in WBB can be returned to the cache
to restore the cache state if speculation fails.

III. U NDERUTILIZED W RITE -BACK B UFFER

IV. C ACHE R EWINDER
In this paper, we propose CacheRewinder, an efficient and
lightweight defense mechanism against transient execution
attacks. CacheRewinder exploits the underutilized WBB entries to temporarily hold evicted cache blocks during speculative executions. Then CacheRewinder restores the cache
state using the data stored in WBB if speculation fails.
Note that the attackers can leak secret data by detecting
the access time differences between the original cache state
and the changed state resulting from speculative executions.
As CacheRewinder makes use of the underutilized WBB as
restore buffer space, CacheRewinder exhibits the following advantages. First CacheRewinder can minimize the performance
overhead caused by the additional cycles for the restoration
process since WBB is close to the data cache. Furthermore,
CacheRewinder does not require additional buffer structures
for storing victims evicted by speculative loads.

A write-back buffer (WBB) is a data buffer structure that
temporarily holds the transactions to be updated to a lowerlevel cache as depicted in Figure 1. Writes to the lower-level
cache can block the operation of the cache without WBB if the
lower-level cache is not ready to process the write requests.
Note that the lower-level cache cannot service write requests
immediately if the lower-level cache is busy processing other

A. Overall Architecture
Figure 3 depicts the architecture of CacheRewinder implemented on a typical OoO processor. In the figure, we
represent the modified or the newly added components as
yellow boxes. Red-colored solid and dashed lines respectively
denote data movement and control signals by CacheRewinder.
As WBB works as a restore buffer, we add a data path
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Fig. 3: Overview of CacheRewinder
from WBB to the data cache. The cache restoration process
is controlled by a control signal called R/C doorbell which
initiates commit/restore operations for the evicted cache blocks
held in WBB. To generate the precise R/C doorbell signal,
CacheRewinder tracks the status of speculative executions
using a speculation tracking buffer (STB).
Now we describe the restore and commit operations by
CacheRewinder. Modern OoO processors can execute instructions speculatively using various prediction techniques (e.g.
branch prediction). If a prediction is missed, the speculative
executions by the following instructions are canceled. In that
case, CacheRewinder revokes the cache updates done by the
speculative loads. On the other hand, CacheRewinder performs
a commit operation immediately when the prediction succeeds.
Restore operation: When the processor squashes a speculative load from the reorder buffer (ROB) due to misprediction,
the load queue (LQ) raises a restore doorbell signal along with
the address of the speculative load. The restore signal and
the address information are provided to WBB and the data
cache. Then the cache line allocated by the speculative load
is invalidated in the data cache and WBB transfers the evicted
block to fill the invalidated line.
Commit operation: In order to minimize the performance
loss by delayed updates of the victims, CacheRewinder applies a commit operation immediately when a speculation
is resolved. For instance, if the prediction of the preceding
branch is resolved, speculative loads become non-speculative
and then the evicted cache blocks held in WBB can be
committed safely. Hence if a prediction is resolved and hit,
such information is provided to STB and LQ to create a
commit doorbell signal. Then WBB receives the commit signal
and the address information of the resolved speculative load.
The victim blocks held in WBB are updated to the lowerlevel cache if the blocks are marked as dirty. Otherwise, the
victim blocks are simply discarded. The detailed architecture
of CacheRewinder will be described in the next sections.
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Fig. 4: An example of speculation handling by CacheRewinder
B. Restore/Commit Control
CacheRewinder creates the R/C doorbell signal to initiate
restore/commit operations when a speculative execution is
resolved. To raise the control signal at the proper time,
CacheRewinder tracks the status of speculative executions.
Figure 4 shows an example of how CacheRewinder monitors
the speculation status using STB which interacts with ROB
and LQ. STB employs a circular buffer structure to track
the sources of speculations (e.g. branch instructions). Each
entry of STB includes a valid flag and an index number of a
ROB entry holding an instruction that provokes a speculative
execution. When an instruction is dispatched and registered in
ROB, the ROB entry number is registered in the STB entry
pointed by the head pointer. In the example of Figure 4, BNE
is a source of a speculative execution and the ROB entry
number of BNE is registered in STB. We define a speculation
block as a group of instructions executed speculatively by a
prediction source, and in the figure, the instructions in the same
speculation block are painted with the same color. Among the
instructions executed speculatively due to BNE (painted with
yellow color), loads are registered in both ROB and LQ at
dispatch. We modify an LQ entry to include a speculation
(SPL) flag, which indicates whether the load is a speculative
load or not, and STB ID that points to a speculation source. In
the example, the first and the second LQ entries include nonspeculative loads thus SPL flags are reset. On the other hand,
the third and the fourth loads are speculative loads following
BNE, thus SPL flags are set and the entry number of the
first STB entry is logged in STB ID fields. CacheRewinder
creates restore/commit control signals using the data structures
in STB, ROB, and LQ.
Restore control: CacheRewinder performs a restore operation by raising a restore doorbell signal. When a speculation
fails ROB flushes the instructions within the corresponding
speculation block. In that case, CacheRewinder invalidates the
speculative loads in LQ and generates the restore doorbell
signal. In the above example let us assume that BEQ is
mispredicted. Then the corresponding entry (i.e. blue colored)
in STB is invalidated and ROB flushes the instructions in the
speculation block. The speculative load (LW) in the fifth entry
of LQ is also invalidated when the load is squashed from
ROB. Since the SPL flag for the load is set, LQ also creates
the restore doorbell signal and provides the address of the
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speculative load. Then CacheRewinder performs the restore
process. The detailed cache restoration mechanism will be
explained in the next section.
Commit control: CacheRewinder raises the commit doorbell signal for the speculative loads as soon as the prediction of
the corresponding speculative block is resolved. In the above
example let us assume that the prediction for BNE is resolved
and hit. Then ROB notifies the commit of BNE to STB using
the ROB index number. STB looks up the entry number which
contains the matched ROB index number. STB provides the
entry number to LQ if the valid flag of the entry is set. LQ
picks the speculative loads whose STB ID is matched with the
provided STB entry number, then LQ provides the address of
the speculative load and the commit doorbell signal to initiate
the commit operation in WBB. Note that CacheRewinder does
not need to wait until the speculative loads are committed in
ROB since CacheRewinder can initiate the commit operation
quickly using STB when a speculation source is resolved.
C. Cache and Write-Back Buffer Management
To support the operations by CacheRewinder we add more
data fields on the existing cache tag and WBB entry as shown
in Figure 5. The cache tag is augmented to include an SPI
(speculative install) flag which indicates the corresponding
cache line is allocated by a speculative load. A miss status
handling register (MSHR) entry is expanded to include SPL
(speculation load) and SQ (squashed) flags to handle the
requests from the speculative loads. The SPL flag is set if
a request by a speculation load is registered in MSHR. The
SQ bit is used for nullifying the inflight request if the request
was initiated by a speculation load but the request is canceled
due to mis-speculation. Namely, MSHR ignores an incoming
response if the SQ bit is set. A WBB entry is modified to
support the restore operation. An SPE (speculative eviction)
flag indicates the corresponding entry in WBB is evicted due to
the cache line allocated by a speculation load. Cache tags and
flags are also copied to a WBB entry since such information
is required for restoring the cache state.
Now we describe how CacheRewinder handles the requests
from speculative loads. We represent the sequences of cache
events using the circled numbers in Figure 6. If a request is
initiated by a speculative load and the request is missed in the
data cache, the request is registered in one of the empty entries

Status Dirty Replaced Tag

②

Fig. 6: Handling cache misses by speculation loads
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Replaced
Addr
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Fig. 8: The commit operation initiated by the commit doorbell
in MSHR. The SPL flag in the MSHR entry is set to indicate
1 Once the request
the request is made by a speculative load. 
is responded by the lower-level cache, the data cache picks a
cache line to be evicted if all cache lines in the target set are
2 The victim cache line evicted from the
already occupied. 
data cache is transferred to WBB. Note that CacheRewinder
places all clean and dirty victim lines in WBB if the eviction
is caused by the speculative request. The tags and the flags of
3
the victim line are also copied to the target entry of WBB. 
Now the target cache line is occupied by the responded data.
The SPI bit of the target cache line is set since this cache line
is allocated by the speculative load.
Restore operation: The restoration of the cache state is
initiated by the restore doorbell signal. Figure 7 depicts the
restore operation. CacheRewinder simply performs the restore
operation by replacing the target cache line with the victim
1 When the restore doorbell is raised,
blocks held in WBB. 
CacheRewinder looks up the victim cache lines using the
address of the speculation load provided by LQ. Note that the
index and the location of the target cache line can be easily
2
figured out using the provided speculative load address. 
Then the target cache line allocated by the speculative load
is invalidated, and the victim cache line in WBB replaces the
target cache block. The SPI flag is reset since this cache line
is not speculative anymore.
The response doorbell can be raised even if the request by
a speculative load does not complete yet. In that case, the
victim line is not found in WBB since the requested data
does not reach the data cache. CacheRewinder handles this
situation by exploiting the SQ bit in MSHR. If the request by
the speculation load is found in MSHR and the restore doorbell
is raised for that load, the SQ bit in the corresponding MSHR
entry is set. Then the response from the lower-level cache is
simply ignored.
Commit operation: Figure 8 describes CacheRewinder’s
commit operation which is initiated by the commit doorbell
1
signal. Once WBB receives the commit doorbell signal, 
CacheRewinder looks up the target victim block using the
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V. E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We implement CacheRewinder on the cycle-accurate Gem5
simulator [14]. We configure the processor core and the
memory systems as listed in Table I, which is based on Intel
Haswell architecture [15]. To evaluate CacheRewinder we run
individual benchmarks in SPEC2006 using Gem5’s systemcall emulation mode. We simulate 50 million instructions after
fast-forwarding one billion instructions.
TABLE I: Processor configuration
Parameter
Core
Branch Predictor
L1-I cache
L1-D cache
L2 cache
Write-back buffer
Coherence protocol

Value
x86 ISA, out-of-order, no SMT,
64 IQ entries, 192 ROB entries,
32 LQ entries, 32 SQ entries, 32 STB entries
L-TAGE
32 KB, 64B line, 8-way
32 KB, 64B line, 8-way, 8 MSHR entries
256 KB, 64B line, 8-way
8 entries
MESI

B. Proof-of-Concept Defense
We test the defense by CacheRewinder using Spectre
Prime+Probe proof-of-concept (POC) code [5]. We modify
the original POC code to work on the L1 data cache of the
Gem5 OoO processor model. Such an attack first fills cache
sets with the attacker’s data, then the attacker makes the load
indexed by the secret data executed speculatively. This load
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address of the speculative load. Then the SPE flags of the
target victim block is reset since the evicted cache block is
not speculative anymore and it can be handled by the normal
operation of WBB. As such, if the target victim block is
dirty the victim block is transferred to the lower-level cache.
Otherwise, the WBB entry is simply invalidated since the
2 Then the SPI flag in the cache block
victim is clean. 
allocated by the speculative load is cleared.
WBB full: CacheRewinder simply disables the execution of
speculative loads if all WBB entries are occupied. While WBB
is full, the additional cache misses by the speculative loads can
generate more clean or dirty victims which should be held in
WBB. CacheRewinder does not allow the newly generated
victims to bypass WBB or evict the existing clean victims in
WBB. CacheRewinder’s such policy makes the processor more
secure against the potential PRIME+PROBE type attacks that
make WBB overflow. Note that the data cache state cannot be
restored from WBB if the victims are missing in WBB when
the speculation fails. CacheRewinder may increase the chance
of pipeline stalls during speculative executions since WBB
can be occupied by clean as well as dirty victims. However,
we reveal WBB is underutilized (see Section III) and our
evaluation exhibits that CacheRewinder’s such policy results
in negligible performance loss (see Section V-C).
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Fig. 10: Execution time normalized to the baseline

   

Fig. 9: Access latency for the primed data in L1-D cache
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Fig. 11: Normalized execution time w.r.t WBB size
is squashed by the OoO core model when the speculation
fails, however, one of the primed cache lines is evicted from
the data cache by the speculative load. Then attacker probes
the primed cache sets to detect the evicted cache line that
exhibits longer access time. Figure 9 shows the access latency
for the primed data after the Spectre Prime+Probe attack. The
black solid line represents the access latency probed in the
unprotected core model. One cache line is evicted by the
speculative load indexed by the secret data (0x48) thus the
evicted data exhibits a longer access time. Meanwhile, when
CacheRewinder is employed, the access time for all primed
data does not change since the cache state updated by the
speculative load is revoked.
C. Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance change by CacheRewinder
in Figure 10. We also compare the performance of
CacheRewinder with InvisiSpec, CleanupSpec, and ReViCe [9]–[11]. InvisiSpec-FU represents InvisiSpec working
under the futuristic conditions presented in [9]. CleanupSpecL1 applies the CleanupSpec model for L1 data cache without
the L2 invalidation mechanism. The execution time by each
protection approach is normalized to the execution time of
the unprotected baseline configured as listed in Table I. The
performance evaluation results exhibit that the performance
overhead by CacheRewinder is negligible, which is only
0.57% on average. The maximum performance degradation
by CacheRewinder is 4.1% for bzip2. For some applications
such as milc and calculix, the performance is improved when
CacheRewinder is applied. It is because cache pollution by
speculative loads is slightly alleviated by CacheRewinder.
CacheRewinder also outperforms InvisiSpec and CleanupSpec
by 24.0% and 4.4% respectively. InvisiSpec’s Redo mechanism
is inefficient for the applications (e.g. milc, lbm, and bzip2)
that exhibit high branch misprediction rates. CleanupSpec’s
main source of performance loss is long restoring time since
victims by speculative loads are provided by the slow L2
cache. On the other hand, CacheRewinder can minimize the
restore time by exploiting the unused WBB entries as restore
buffer spaces. ReViCe’s performance overhead is slightly
lower (0.50%) compared to CacheRewinder since ReViCe
does not block the execution of speculation loads even if
the restore buffer is full. However, the performance gap is
extremely small.
We also evaluate the performance changes by the size of
WBB as shown in Figure 11. As mentioned in Section IV-C
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Fig. 12: Write-back buffer occupancy by CacheRewinder
CacheRewinder stalls the execution of speculative loads if
all entries of WBB are occupied. This policy may incur
additional pipeline stalls during speculative executions, which
can degrade the performance. In Figure 11 the number after
WBB represents the number of WBB entries and inf means
the infinite WBB size. Our evaluation shows the performance
change with respect to WBB size is negligible.
D. Utilization of Write-Back Buffer
With CacheRewinder the utilization of WBB increases since
the WBB entries are additionally occupied by clean victims
evicted by speculation loads. Figure 12 exhibits the occupancy
of WBB increased by CacheRewinder. We measure the occupancy of WBB as described in Section III. The original
occupancy by dirty victims is represented as black bar graphs.
The light grey bars represent the average number of the WBB
entries occupied by clean victims during speculative executions. The evaluation results exhibit the average occupancy of
WBB increases by 0.75 when CacheRewinder is applied.
E. Storage Overhead
The additional hardware cost for CacheRewinder is minimal
since CacheRewinder exploits the existing WBB entries as a
buffer space for holding victim blocks evicted by speculative
loads. CacheRewinder includes STB to generate the commit
control signal quickly. We configure the number of STB
entries as 32 that is half of the IQ entry count. Cache tags,
MSHR entries, and WBB entries are augmented to hold
additional information as described in Section IV-C. In total
CacheRewinder requires additional 191 bytes of storage.
TABLE II: Storage overhead
Solutions
InvisiSpec
CleanupSpec
ReViCe
CacheRewinder

Core
28 B
224 B
24 B
60 B

L1-D Cache
2072 B
56 B
2500 B
131 B

Total
2100 B
280 B
2524 B
191 B

The storage overhead by CacheRewinder and other approaches are summarized in Table II. InvisiSpec requires the
additional SpecBuffer to temporarily store the data requested
by speculative loads. ReViCe also requires additional storage
space to store victims. CleanupSpec uses the existing L2 space
to hold victim blocks during speculative executions, however,
the restore operation takes long due to the slow L2 cache.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we present CacheRewinder. CacheRewinder
revokes the cache updates by speculative loads thus the attackers cannot leak secret data through cache timing side-channels.
CacheRewinder exploits the unused write-back buffer entries
as the temporary storage for victims evicted by speculative

loads. When speculation fails CacheRewinder relocates the
evicted blocks held in the write-back buffer to the data cache,
thus the cache state can be restored. CacheRewinder implements efficient restore/commit operations that can minimize
performance loss. Our evaluation exhibits CacheRewinder can
effectively defend against transient execution attacks with
only 0.6% of performance overhead. CacheRewinder requires
minimal storage cost and hardware modifications compared to
the previous architectural defense solutions.
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